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Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) is an accepted technique for computational modeling
of high flequency structural response under vibroacoustic excitation. An SEA study was
recently completed for a small satellite project for which Sandia National Laboratories is
the system integrator. Since response data were available from an acoustic test of the
satellite, we were able to both refine the model and judge the accuracy of the final “best
effort” prediction.

INTRODUCTION

Aerospace payloads, such as satellites, are subjected to vibroacoustic excitation during launch. Sandia’s MTI
satellite has recently been certified to this environment using a combination of base input random vibration and
reverbemnt acoustic noise. The initial choices for the acoustic and random vibration test specifications were
obtahed from the launch vehicle Interface Control Document (ICD).

In order to tailor the random vibration levels for the laboratory certification testing, it was necessary to determine
whether vibration energy was flowing across the launch vehicle interface from the satellite to the launch vehicle or
the other direction. For fi-equenciesbelow 120 Hz this issue was addressed using response limiting techniques
based on results from the Coupled Loads Analysis (CLA). However, since the CLA Finite Element Analysis FEA
model was only correlated for frequencies below 120 Hz, Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) was considered to be a
better choice for predicting the direction of the energy flow for tlequencies above 120 Hz.

The existing SEA model of the launch vehicle had been developed using the VibroAcoustic Payload Environment
Prediction System (VAPEPS) computer code [1]. Therefore, the satellite would have to be modeled using
VAPEPS as well. As is the case for any computational model, the confidence in its predictive capability increases
if one can correlate a sample prediction against experimental data. Fortunately, Sandia had the ideal data set for
correlating an SEA model of the MTI satellite--the measured response of a realistic assembly to a reverberant
acoustic test that was performed during MTI’s qualification test series.

The fust part of this paper will briefly describe the VAPEPS modeling effort and present the results of the
correlation study for the VAPEPS model. The second part of this paper will present the results from a study that
used a commercial SEA software package [2] to study the effects of in-plane modes and to evaluate ways of
accounting for low modal density in SEA modeling.

* Sandia is a multiprogram laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Martin Company, for the United
States Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.
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SEA THEORY

SEA theory [2] assumes that a structure can be modeled as vibration mode groups. Vibroacoustic energy is then
stored in, transmitted between, and dissipated by those mode groups in such a reamer as to produce a steady state
energy balance within the structure. The motion response of the structure is then derived tlom a spatially averaged
modal response that is consistent with the energy stored within each mode group. The individual mode groups m
usually associated with distinct structural elements, such as plates, cylinders, and beams. The movement of energy
between mode groups is controlled by transmission coefficients, which are derived tlom wave theory for various
comection joints. The dissipation of energy is governed by damping loss factors associated with the structural
element’s materials and methods of construction.

Perhaps more than for other structural analysis techniques, SEA predictions are influenced by the choice of the
analysis bandwidth. One of the most basic tenants of SEA theory involves the fact that SEA predicts the response
within a mode group, regardless of how many modes are in that group. However, a wider analysis bandwidth
produces a more accurate answer simply because it contains more modes. A related phenomenon of structural
dynamics is the fact that the actual measured response becomes more “smeared” out when a larger analysis
bandwidth is used. The SEA community has settled on l/3rd octave analysis bandwidths as the standard and that
is what is used in this paper.

The uncertainty in SEA predictions grows as one approaches the low frequency range where there are only a couple
of modes present in the structure. At this point three phenomena were observed when comparing SEA predictions
to test results.

First, while VAPEPS only considers bending waves when defining the modal groups, there is always the
possibility with vibroacoustic environments that in-plane mode groups (longitudinal and/or shear) will contribute to
the overall structural response. VAPEPS can adequately approximate many structures since the in-plane mode
groups tend to be much higher in ffequency and, therefore, don’t participate in the frequency range of interest.
However, one exception to this rule occurs when trying to correlate to an accelerometer that is mounted to a point
that is clearly dominated by some wave type other than bending. This situation occurred with some of the MTI
accelerometers, and the result was that VAPEPS did not show good agreement for those elements. The SEA model
addressed in the second part of this paper included all three wave types in an attempt to correct this deficiency in the
VAPEPS model.

Second, SEA predicts the mean response for an analysis band even if the probability of there being a mode in that
band is less than one. VAPEPS tended to over predict the response for the MTI satellite when this situation
existed. However, low frequency predictions can be improved by use of alternative SEA element formulations as
discussed in the second part of this paper.

Third, SEA is by definition predicting the mean response for the entire substructure. For low frequencies the spatial
variation in the structural response increases so the exact location of the accelerometer can affect the perceived
accuracy of the SEA prediction. In an ideal world, the solution to this problem is to have many of accelerometers
present on each substructure and then average the results. In a less than ideal world, one must sometimes rely
heavily on engineering judgement to make a valid assessment of the results. However, the use of margins for
predicting peak response can bean important aid in evaluating the match between models and data.

THE DERIVATION OF THE VAPEPS MODEL

A picture of the MTI satellite is shown in Figure 1 with the solar arrays in the deployed position (the solar armys
are in the stowed position for our analysis). The assembly consists of a bus, a payload, and an optical assembly
(OA) suspended within the payload on kinematic linkages. It is fairly typical in its construction, with honeycomb
panels that are heavily loaded with components, solar arrays, radiator panels and a limited number of stiff structural
posts and plates. While the actual assembly tested in the acoustic facility was not totally made up of flight quality
hardware, it was considered to be reasonably accurate. The only item that was not truly flight-like in design was the
optical assembly, and that subassembly should not greatly influence the energy flow at the launch vehicle interface
due to the isolation provided by the kinematic linkages.
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Figure 1: Isometric View of MTI Satellite

Figure 2 presents the block diagram representation of the SEA model of the satellite bus. The blocks in this
diagram represent the plates and cylinders deemed worthy of being defined as SEA elements while the arrows
represent the connection paths between elements (the acoustic paths are omitted for clarity). Similar diagrams wem
developed for the Payload and OA subassemblies.
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Figure 2: VAPEPS BUS Model

Tables 1 and 2 present summaries of the various SEA elements and path types respectively that were used in the
model. VAPEPS assumes that all plates are rectangular and homogeneous. Therefore, circular and annular plates
were modeled as equivalent- rectangular plates with the same surface area. The cross-sectional properties of
honeycomb and isogrid panels were modeled as equivalent homogeneous plate sections with the same overall
product of Young’s Modulus and the area moment of inertia (EI), the same overall surface density, and the same



wave speed as that of the skin material. Components and cables were modeled as added mass, with 50 percent of
the mass being added directly to the supporting SEA element and 50 percent being treated as non-structural mass
(which does not affect the overall energy balance calculation, but does scale down the predicted response levels for
that element). We also defined five distinct acoustic spaces: 1) the reverberant cell, 2) the bus interior, 3) the
annular gap between the payload and OA, 4) the OA interior, and 5) the gap between the payload and the bus.

Table 1: SEA Element Types in Model

VAPEPS Element Type Element ID Total #
Cylinder 4 1
Plate 3 24
Rectangular Beams 6 4
Tubular Beams 8 6
Acoustic Volumes 1 5
Total 40

Table 2: SEA Path Types in Model

VAPEPS Path Type Path ID Total #
Acoustic space to rib-stiffened plate 1 8
Acoustic space to rib-stiffened cylinder 2 1
Acoustic space to rib stiffened plate to acoustic space 4 18
Flat plate to flat plate (L joint) 7 32
Flat plate to cylinder (T ioint) 9 1
Flat plate to beam (1 joint) 29 20
Flat plate to parallel beam (point connection) 40 8
Butt connection between two plates 43 7
Acoustic space to acoustic space 47 2
Acoustic mace to heavilv loaded honevcomb mmel (NASA Lewis model) 49 35

COMPARISON OF VAPEPS PREDICTIONS WITH ACOUSTIC TEST DATA

The following figures provide insight into how well the VAPEPS model predicts the response of the satellite. The
VAPEPS elements/ accelerometer locations presented in this section were chosen becau.ie they represent examples
of both good and poor agreement. Since there were a limited number of data channels available for the acoustic test
the accelerometer locations were chosen primarily to study the inputs to individual components / subassemblies
rather than the mean panel responses. Therefore, a poor agreement between analysis and test results maybe as much
a matter of accelerometer location as it is a sign that the VAPEPS model is incorrect.

As was discussed earlier in this paper, the accuracy of the VAPEPS predictions is directly proportional to the
number of modes per frequency band. Figure 3 presents the modes per fi-equency band for the three selected
VAPEPS elements. Since the solar array has a high modal density, its vibroacoustic response should be accurately
predicted over the entire frequency range of interest (100-2500 Hz). The other two locations (Shear Panel and
Transfer Plate) exhibit marginal modal density for frequencies below 500 Hz.

Figures 4-6 present comparisons of the VAPEPS model predictions against the test data for those same three
VAPEPS elements. Figure 7 presents the comparison of the acoustic Sound Pressure Levels (SPLS) for the only
interior acoustic space for which response data were measured during the acoustic test.
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Figure 3: Modal Density Profiles
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Figure 4: Vibration Response
Solar Array (VAPEPS)
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Figure 5: Vibration Response
OA +X Panel (VAPEPS)

The results for the Solar Array (Figure 4) are considered quite good. This”is thought to be a result of the high
modal density, relatively simple geometry, and a good choice of accelerometer location. The results for the OA +X
Panel (Figure 5) are considered to be poor for frequencies below 1600 Hz. The relatively poor agreement for
frequencies below 500 Hz is thought to be due to the relatively low modal density. The poor agreement for
frequencies between 500 Hz and 1600 Hz is believed to be due to the influence of a strong local mode in the
measured response data. The poor overall agreement for the Transfer Plate (Figure 6) is thought to be due to three
things: 1) the relatively low modal density (this is an isogrid structure designed to be very rigid), 2) the fact that
VAPEPS must model this isogrid plate as an equivalent homogeneous plate, and 3) the poor choice of
accelerometer location.

The comparison of acoustic levels for the Payload / OA gap (Figure 7) shows that the model has predicted the
overall transmissibility of sound to within 4 dB. This acoustic space is a narrow annular gap that is open to the
acoustic chamber at one end. This configuration tends to make the interior noise more pro~essive than reverberant
in nature with a potentially strong gradient along the length of the gap. In light of this situation, we were
reasonably pleased with the accuracy of this comparison.
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Figure 6: Vibration Response Levels
Transfer Plate (VAPEPS)
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Figure 7: Acoustic Sound Pressure Levels
Input and PayloadlOA Gap (VAPEPS)

ADVANCED MODELING EFFORTS

As a second phase of the MTI study, the existing “VAPEPS model was replicated using the SEAM@ commercial
SEA software package [2]. By converting the MTI model to SEAM, the analysis could be extended using several
features that are not available in VAPEPS. The additional topics examined with SEAM include:

1) in-plane mode groups for SEA spacecraft modeling,
2) the use of alternate subsystem types for small plates,
3) analytic calculation of margins for determining the peak response.

A baseline SEAM model was generated to provide a means of comparing the differences between VAPEPS and
SEAM for an analysis that used only bending and acoustic mode groups. Therefore, the baseline SEAM model
incorporated the calculated equivalent plate properties horn the VAPEPS model rather than using SEAM’s
honeycomb elements. In addition, the high tiequency corrections for plate transverse shear were turned off in the
SEAM model to give a closer comparison to VAPEPS.

A second SEAM model that added in-plane mode groups to the baseline model was then generated. When
including in-plane mode groups for beam elements, SEAM uses four SEA subsystems: modeling bending about
two axes, in-plane longitudinal modes, and torsional modes. When including in-plane mode groups for plate
elements, SEAM uses two SEA subsystems: bending and in-plane. The SEAM plate in-plane subsystem combines
compressional and shear modes, as they are typically strongly coupled at structural junctions. Adding the in-plane
mode groups increased the model size to a total of 95 subsystems and 365 junctions.

The two SEAM models were then run and results tabulated for comparison with VAPEPS and test data. Figures 8
and 9 show the SEAM predictions for the solar panel and payload 10A gap. SEAM predictions for these locations
were not greatly affected by including in-plane modes in the model. The predicted solar array vibration is slightly
lower than the VAPEPS prediction, but is quite similar and is in good agreement with the data.

Figure 9 shows the predicted acoustic levels in the payload / OA gap. The SEAM results are in better agreement
with the data than the VAPEPS predictions. Because the acoustic space properties and path definitions were
identical for VAPEPS and SEAM, the difference must relate to the formulations used. The most likely difference is
in the acoustic-to-acoustic path type (VAPEPS type 49), as acoustic levels in the gap are driven by dwect acoustic
coupling to the test chamber.
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Figure 8: Vibration Response Figure 9: Acoustic Response
Solar Array (SEAM In-Plane) PL/OA Gap (SEAM In-Plane)

An analysis of the SEAM results showed that the in-plane subsystems had a relatively small effect on
vibration for most bending subsystems. Table 3 lists Grins vibration predictions from SEAM models

predicted
with and

without in-plane modes. Subsystems that are excited directly by the- acoustic field, such as the solar array or
radiator panels, see ahnost no effect from energy transmission through in-plane modes. A larger effect is seen for
locations that are not as directly coupled with the chamber acoustic field, as these are affected by vibration
transmission through in-plane modes. If the MTI model were excited by structure-borne random vibration,
transmission through in-plane modes would likely have a larger effect.

Table 3 Effect of In-plane Subsystems on Overall Predicted Panel Bending Vibration

Subsystem Grins, no in-plane Grins, in-plane included
Solar array (SALP) 4.3 4.3
Radiator panel (RDYM)) 2.6 2.6
Transfer plate (XFRP) 1.9 1.3
OA top cover (OATP) 1.2 1.6

A more important reason for including in-plane modes is that the response near stmctural junctions may correspond
to in-plane vibration. For example, accelerometer A09 was located on the MTI transfer plate just above one of the
bus support posts (see Figure 1). Data from this accelerometer was compared to the predicted bending vibration of
the transfer plate in Figure 6, showing poor agreement. While this disagreement casts doubt on the SEA model
correlation, the basic problem is in the choice of subsystem used for comparison. The in-plane mechanical
impedance of the post is much higher than that of the transfer plate bending, and can be expected to control the
structural response at the junction. This means the SEA prediction for longitudinal modes of the comer post should
provide a better estimate of the measured vibration.

To test this idea, measured vibration for accelerometer A09 is plotted in Figure 10. SEAM predictions of the
transfer plate bending response and comer post longitudinal mode vibration are also plotted (denoted in the plot
legends as SEAM (XFRP) and SEAM (BCH) respectively). While the in-plane prediction is still somewhat
conservative, it is an order of magnitude better than the bending response prediction at frequencies below 500 Hz.
Between 800 and 2000 Hz, the measured response appears to transition horn beam-like to plate-like behavior.
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Figure 11: Vibration Response
OA +X Panel (SEAM In-Plane)

alternatives for modeling MTI structural elements with low modal
density. Prediction of response for subsystems with low modal density-is a challenging problem for SEA. In part,
this is because standard SEA element formulations assume that subsystems have resonant response in all flequency
bands. At frequencies below the fwst subsystem resonance, SEA tends to overpredict the response.

As an example, measured vibration and SEA predictions for the OA +X side panel (element OAXP) are shown in
Figure 11. A hand calculation shows that the fwst mode for this panel is expected near 500 Hz if simply supported
boundary conditions are assumed. The peak in measured vibration seen between 500-800 Hz is presumably due to
strong excitation of the first few panel modes. The me=ured panel vibration drops off at frequencies below 500 Hz. .

Figure 11 shows a SEAM prediction using a standard SEA formulation for 2-D plate bending modes (denoted
SEAM BP in the figure legend). This prediction performs well at frequencies above 1 kHL where modal density is
expected to be high. However, it underpredicts the vibration between 500-800 Hz, and is roughly 5 dB too
conservative inmost fi-equencybands below 500 Hz.

The low tlequency prediction can be improved by using a SEA subsystem that reduces response below the fwst
panel mode. Figure 11 also shows a prediction using the SEAM supported plate bending subsystem (type BSUP).
This subsystem type estimates the f~st panel resonance from the panel dimensions and bending wavespeed. Below
the fust resonance, the subsystem modal density rolls off so that the plate conductance matches a stiftiess-
controlled curve. This subsystem provides a better match with both the magnitude and the trend of the low-
fiequency data. The revised model compares well with data below 500 Hz and above 1 kHz.

The SEA predictions discussed thus far have all been of average subsystem response. However, the substantial
‘ under prediction shown in Figure 11 for the OA panel between 500-1000 Hz is due in large part to the fact that

panels with low modal density exhibit narrowband peaks and valleys relative to the average response. One method
for addressing this problem is to estimate an upper bound for the predicted SEA response. Empirically determined
margins have been proposed that can be added to the SEA mean to form an upper bound [4]. Unforhmately, the
data available for forming empirical margins are often taken from larger structures. As SEA uncertainty is greatest
for subsystems with low modal density, the empirical margins should be probably increased for small subsystems
such as the OA panel.

As an alternative, the SEAM model was used to calculate analytic estimates of response uncertainty. The standard
deviation is found by adding up the uncertainties introduced by the power input, coupling, and spatial variability of
subsystem response [5]. The predicted peak response is calculated as the mean plus two sigma and is plotted in
Figure 11 (denoted SEAM BSUP (Peak) in the figure legend). The SEA upper bound provides a good estimate of
peak response, although the measured response exceeds even the peak SEA response at 500 Hz.
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While the techniques available for calculating SEA uncertainty are valuable, there is room for improvement. The
SEA calculation may be overestimating the spatial variability at frequencies below the fust panel resonance. On-
going work in hybrid SEA / FEA techniques also shows great promise in reducing the uncertainty in model
predictions.

MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

The data presented in this paper were all measured in essentially the same manner. The accelerometer and
microphones are considered to be accurate to within +/-5 percent and this represents a potential bias error in each and
every measurement. Since there are two measurements associated with any laborato~ test (a control and a
response), with are uncorrelated, the total potential bias error associated with any laboratory test data will be 7
percent.

The bias error is compounded by the fact that there is an uncertainty associated with any spectral analysis. The
spectral density profiles (PSDS and SPLS) presented in. this paper are by definition only estimates of true spectral
density, and their accuracy increases as the amount of data used to derive them increases. The confidence in a
spectral density estimate is defined by a chi-squared distribution, and the Normalized variance Error (NVE)
represents one standard deviation for that distribution. Therefore, by using the NVE and the desired cotildence
interval for the spectral analysis, one can place error bars on the PSD or SPL. These error bars will then be
increased to account for the bias error in the underlying data measurement. For a more complete discussion of this
subject, refer to [6,7].

If the spectral analysis is performed using commonly accepted windowing fimctions and window overlaps, the NVE
is defined for a linear bandwidth analysis to be the inverse of the square root of the number of averages (or blocks)
of data used in the analysis. However, based on recommended practices used in the aerospace industry for
vibroacoustic data, the PSDS presented in this paper have been re-averaged using a one third octave analysis
bandwidth. This is done specifically to reduce the variance error (the NVE is also related to the inverse of square
root of the analysis bandwidth). Figure 12 shows this relationship for the spectral analysis parameters used in this
paper (the raw PSDS were computed using 32 blocks of data and a linear bandwidth of 4.88 Hz).
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Fig 12: Normalized Variance Error for l/3rdOctave
PSDS

The profile in Figure. 12 is flat below 25 Hz because there was insufllcient spectral resolution to convert from a
linear bandwidth PSD analysis to a one third octave bandwidth PSD analysis (hence we retain the NVE for the
linear bandwidth analysis for frequencies below 25 Hz).
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CONCLUSIONS

Overall, theaccuracy of the MTIVAPEPS model discussed in the fwst part of this paper was considered good
enough to use in conjunction with the launch vehicle VAPEPS model for our stated purpose of studying
vibroacoustic power flows caused by the launch environment. The second part of this paper showed how the SEA
predictions could be improved by the use of in-plane mode groups and correction terms for low modal density.
These improvements would presumably increase the accuracy of the power flow analysis if they were incorporated
into the coupled SEA model. As a side note, peak response predictions can also be used effectively by the engineer
to understand differences between SEA predictions and experimental data.
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